
Step 2: Design
In the Design area, you can change the appearance of the icon selection.
You can either create your own design or use a design template.

Step 3: Preview and Export
In the export window you get a preview and save the icon Set
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Step 1: Icon selection
Here you select the icons from several graphic styles and themes.
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Overlay
An overlay is a second graphic placed over a base graphic
There is a prede�ned overlay list for each graphic style.
An overlay list is displayed when you click a graphic style.

You can add additional graphics to an overlay list.
To do this, select a theme. In the displayed list, select the
desired graphic. Click on the symbol „star“to add the graphic.

An overlay in the layer list can be replaced with another overlay. 
All settings for the overlay are retained.

To combine the basic graphics with all overlays, select the layer with the
Overlay and then activate the overlay list via the toolbar of the layer list.

Basic graphic
A basic graphic is the main graphic or �rst graphic.
The basic graphics are selected in the "Icons" window.

Theme
There are di�erent themes for each graphic style
such as Finance, production, medicine, communication ...

Graphic style (Style)
A graphic style refers to the design e.g.
Shapes = Monochrome symbols, Strokes = Symbols in line presentation

Design template
A design template includes graphics and design elements.
All e�ects, positioning and color settings are also included.

With a design template you can apply a design immediately to a new icon selection.

The design template can also be used to store an icon selection to reuse it later.

Design elements
Design elements are backgrounds, shadows, frames and glow e�ects.
With design elements, you design individual button sets.
The individual elements are transferred to the layer list by double-clicking or 
drag  & dropp.

Layer list
The Layers list contains all layers of a graphics composition.
A graphic composition can be e.g. a basic graphic and an overlay, or a graphic and 
an e�ect or a basic graphic and several design elements.

Layer
A layer contains a basic graphic, an overlay, an e�ect, or a design element.
The position of the layer can be moved with drag & drop.
The order of the layer is important. A graphic should be over a background to 
make the graphic visible.
If necessary, you can switch layers with the  „Eye" icon visible or invisible.
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